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ABSTRACT

Every day 1.8+ billion images are being uploaded to Facebook, Insta-

gram, Flickr, Snapchat, and WhatsApp [6]. The exponential growth

of visual media has made quality assessment become increasingly

important for various applications, from image acquisition, synthe-

sis, restoration, and enhancement, to image search and retrieval,

storage, and recognition.

There have been two related but different classes of visual quality

assessment techniques: image quality assessment (IQA) and image

aesthetics assessment (IAA). As perceptual assessment tasks, sub-

jective IQA and IAA share some common underlying factors that

affect user judgments. Moreover, they are similar in methodology

(especially NR-IQA in-the-wild and IAA). However, the emphasis

for each is different: IQA focuses on low-level defects e.g. pro-

cessing artefacts, noise, and blur, while IAA puts more emphasis

on abstract and higher-level concepts that capture the subjective

aesthetics experience, e.g. established photographic rules encom-

passing lighting, composition, and colors, and personalized factors

such as personality, cultural background, age, and emotion.

IQA has been studied extensively over the last decades [3, 14, 22].

There are three main types of IQA methods: full-reference (FR),

reduced-reference (RR), and no-reference (NR). Among these, NR-

IQA is the most challenging as it does not depend on reference

images or impose strict assumptions on the distortion types and

level. NR-IQA techniques can be further divided into those that

predict the global image score [1, 2, 10, 17, 26] and patch-based IQA

[23, 25], naming a few of the more recent approaches.

Comparatively, IAA received less research attention than IQA

until recently [5]. Pioneering IAA approaches adopted handcrafted

features for training an aesthetics model, while earlier approaches

used global and regional features [4, 12] and the later approaches

employed subject-focused features [16, 24] and generic descriptors

[18]. With the emergence of the deep learning techniques, Lu et al.

[15] proposed RAPID, the first DCNN-based model for aesthetics.

Subsequently, many other DCNN-based aesthetics models with an

improved performance have been proposed [7, 8, 21]. More recently,

motivated by the subjectivity of aesthetic preference among indi-

viduals, [13, 20] attempted to model personalized image aesthetics.

Even though IQA and IAA have mostly been studied indepen-

dently, they represent tightly related aspects of the same underly-

ing subjective experience of media items: value judgments. Several

works have attempted to bridge the gap between these two fields.

Judith & Ingrid [19] studied to what extent the presence of artifacts

impacts the aesthetic quality of images. Their experiments show

that image integrity somewhat influences aesthetic quality scores.

Jenadeleh et al. [11] believe that visual quality highly correlates

with the human judgment of the image quality and encompasses

perceptual image qualities such as aesthetics, semantics, context,

and various types of visual distortion. They proposed a schema that

uses a set of aesthetics features to improve NR-IQA performance,

which is confirmed by experimental results. [8, 21] proposed DCNN

aesthetics models that are cross-tested on IQA datasets. Notably,

all these works only loosely linked IQA and IAA.

The pipeline for building an algorithmic assessment model is

the same for both IQA and IAA. It starts with performing subjec-

tive studies to annotate image datasets with ratings. The latter is

used to train machine learning models with objectives helpful for

various applications. This pipeline and its components present in-

dividual and overarching challenges for both fields. We believe that

understanding the relation between IQA and IAA and conducting a

joint study of these two fields can lead to opportunities for further

research and accelerate the progress of research in both fields.

Challenges: Ideally, subjective studies should be performed in

such a way that the labels collected are unbiased and the annotation

is reliable. Machine learning (ML) models, especially deep learning

approaches perform best when trained on large and sufficiently di-

verse datasets. The ML methods themselves should generalize well,

from a few examples of each degradation/enhancement type, rating

range, etc. However, each of these components has its limitations.

First, the task definition used in subjective studies is often am-

biguous and subject to interpretation leading to biases in the opin-

ions expressed by participants. On a similar note, the best option
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for creating large datasets is crowdsourcing; however, the study

methodology often results in unreliable annotations due to the re-

lationship between control and bias: too much or too little control

introduces different kinds of biases. Second, machine learning ap-

proaches such as deep learning tend to overfit to the data domain,

resulting in cross-database performance loss and a reduced general-

ization in-the-wild; this is partially due to the methods themselves,

e.g. adversarial examples, but also due to the domain or label-space

shifts. To conclude, subjective labels are inaccurate to start with,

data annotation is expensive, and the factors compound with defi-

ciencies of ML methods leading to sub-optimal assessment models.

Potential Opportunities: Studying the relationship between

IQA and IAA can lead to novel solutions for the previously men-

tioned challenges. Moreover, proven approaches that work well for

IQA can be applied/transferred to IAA.

A better understanding of the common factors for IAA/IQA can

lead to improved task definitions in subjective studies by separating

the technical and aesthetic aspects. Understanding relationships

between IAA and IQA can be done by creating suitable datasets for

both tasks, that ensure the diversity of ratings in both the techni-

cal and aesthetics domain, e.g. all combinations, such as low/high

technical + low/high aesthetics.

Artificial degradations have been used as objective ground-truth

for controlling subjective studies [9], and have been shown to im-

prove reliability. Analogous artificial degradations could be useful

to define control questions for aesthetics as well. This approach

can also provide new ways to generate datasets: similar to artificial

degradations in IQA, synthetic aesthetics enhancements/degradations

can be introduced, e.g. crops, rules of thirds, etc.

Furthermore, assessment can focus on new objectives such as

joint prediction of IAA and IQA, personalized prediction of ratings

or fine-grained aesthetics relationships.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computing methodologies → Perception; Image manipulation;

Computer vision tasks; • Information systems → Multime-

dia information systems; Data mining.
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